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1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to fill an apparent gap

in existing proofs of a result of C. Neumann. The result, known now

as Neumann's Lemma, appears in his book [5, Chapter V] and is

mentioned in Kellogg [4], Goursat [2], Kantorovich and Krylov

[3], Warschawski [9], Gaier [l], and elsewhere. Historically,

Neumann's Lemma was used to solve the Dirichlet problem of poten-

tial theory for bounded convex regions after Weierstrass and others

had pointed out that the solution to the problem via the Dirichlet

principle was not always valid. More recently, Neumann's Lemma

has been used to show convergence and to give explicit error estimates

of methods for constructing the harmonic function of the Dirichlet

problem (e.g., [3]) and also the Riemann mapping function (e.g.,

[l], [9]) for bounded convex regions.

2. Neumann's Lemma. We restrict ourselves to a bounded convex

region D in the complex plane, but we make no additional smoothness

assumptions concerning the boundary of D. Additional smoothness

assumptions are made in [l], [2], [3], but the proofs still contain

gaps which will be described in §3.

Just the boundedness and convexity of D insures that dD is a recti-

fiable Jordan curve. Moreover, C = dD is a curve of bounded rotation;

that is, one-sided tangents exist at every point of C, and the angles

which they make with a fixed direction are of bounded variation with

respect to arc length. So except for a countable set, a tangent angle t

is defined and continuous with respect to arc length, and its discon-

tinuities are jumps which can be assumed to be at most ir in modulus.

In fact, since C cannot have cusps, @ = maxs| t(s+0) — t(s — 0)| <tt.

Represent C as a function of arc length by the equation z = f(s),

O^s^L, in such a way that 5 = 0 is a point of continuity of r. If p is

a continuous function on C and a branch of arg(f—z) is determined

for each zEC, then

w(z) = ir'1 f   n(i-(t))d arg(f(0 - z),    z E C,
J 0

is the potential of a double layer on C with density p.

For boundary value problems one is interested in wt(s) and we(s),
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the interior and exterior boundary values of w(z), respectively. Fol-

lowing Radon [6] we may represent

Wi = ii + T)u,        -we= (/ - T)u

where / is the identity, the operator T is defined by

(Tf)is) =   f  fit)dyPis,t),
J o

and the function

yPis, t) = or-1 arg(f(/) - fis)) for 0 ^ t < s = L,

= or-1 arg(f(r) - f is)) + 1    forO^s < t ^ L,

= yPis, s + 0) for 0 ^ 5 = I < L,

= ypis, 5 — 0) for          s = t = L.

Branches of the argument function are chosen so that for s^t the

function \p is continuous and \pis, t)=\pit, s). Since C is convex, ypis, ■)

is nondecreasing and f^dipis, t) = l for all s. For points f(s)GC at

which the tangent angle t is continuous,

(Tf)(s) =  f fit)Kis,t)dt
«/ o

where Kis, t) is the classical Neumann-Poincare kernel of two-dimen-

sional potential theory (cf. [8]).

It is easily verified that T is a bounded linear operator on ©[0, L],

the space of continuous functions on [0, L] with the sup norm. Using

the notation osc/=sup/—inf/ on [0, L], we now state Neumann's

result.

Theorem 1 (Neumann's Lemma). Let C be any convex Jordan curve

which is not the boundary of a quadrilateral or a triangle. Then there

exists a constant k, 0^k<l, depending only on C, such that for all

/Ge[0, L]

(1) osc Tf ^ k oscf.

Remark 1. If R ^ oo is the supremum of the radii of all circles which

intersect C in at least three points, then there exists a k g 1 —L/i2irR).

This estimate was derived by Neumann [5, p. 176] with the exception

of an improvement in the last term by a factor of two which carries

over from proofs under smoothness assumptions found in [l], [3].

Remark 2. The peculiar exception of quadrilaterals and triangles
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is necessary. For these figures no k < 1 exists. To see this, let f (si) and

f (s2) be two vertices (nonadjacent for a quadrilateral) and define a

function / as one at £(si) and on the segments adjacent to £(s2) and

as zero elsewhere, including at f(s2). Then/ can be approximated in

an obvious way by a sequence of continuous functions fn for which

osc/„ = l, limn-,x(T/n)(si) = l, and limn-.x,(Tfn)(s2)=0. Consequently,

lim,,-.,, osc T/„ = l so that osc T/n^k osc/„ holds uniformly only if

fc = l.

3. Proof and remarks. We shall first prove a lemma and then

point out the apparent gaps in existing proofs of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. 1/ C is any convex Jordan curve which is not the boundary

o/ a quadrilateral or a triangle, then/or all /E©[0, L], osc T/<osc/.

Proof. Let the minimum of /£e[0, L] be m and choose Si, s2

E [0, L] so that osc T/= (Tf) (si) - (Tf) (s2). Then since fodf(s, 0 = 1,

oscP/=  f f(t)d[+(si,l) -+(s%,t)]
J o

=  f   [fif) - m]d[Hsi, t) - *(si, t)} g (osc/)7
J 0

where V is the total upper variation of ^(.Si, -)—^(^2, •) on [0, £].

Let E and E' denote the Hahn decomposition of [0, L] relative to

4>(si, ■) —ip(s2, •) so that

V =  f dty(si, t) - Ma, t)] = 1 -   f   #(*!, t) - f dtftsi, t).
J E " B> J E

Since ^(s, •) is nondecreasing, V^l and equality occurs only if both

f  d*(si, t) =0, f d+(si, 0=0
J E' " B

and so only if

(2)      f d arg(f(0 - i(sx)) = 0,       f d arg(c(0 - ?(s2)) = 0.

Since arg({(t) — f(-Si)) and arg(f(/) — fC^)) are absolutely continuous

(with appropriate one-sided limits at si and s2, respectively), it follows

from (2) that there exists a dense family of intervals on each of which

either arg(j"(t) — f (si)) or arg(f (t) —l~(s2)) is constant. Since C is con-

vex, this can occur only if T(-E') and f (E) lie on straight line segments
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issuing from f(si) and i~is2), respectively. The latter is excluded by

hypothesis so that F<1, and the lemma is proved.

Remarks. The crucial step in the preceding proof was that

(3) F=  f dhPisut) -yPisi,t)] <l.

However, this inequality was derived without regard to the choice of

the points s%, s2 and the set E. Neumann [5, p. 173] concluded that

the integral Vis\, s2) in (3) therefore had a "maximum value" k<l

from which Theorem 1 would follow. Goursat [2, p. 201] noted that

this conclusion did not follow but felt that it should be so "for curves

which one usually considers." Kantorovich and Krylov [3] remarked

that, for smooth curves, Visi, s2) is a continuous function of Si and

s2 for every fixed (measurable) set E and so has a maximum. Since it

is the total upper variation which is needed, the set E must also be

considered as a function of si and s2 in order to employ a continuity

argument. Hence a gap still exists. Gaier [l ] has a proof without any

gaps, but it is valid only for convex curves whose curvature varies

continuously and never vanishes.

Proof of Theorem 1. To remove the difficulties involving the set

E mentioned above, note that the total upper and lower variations of

iK^i, ■)—lA(52, •) are equal since f0Ld[ypisi, t)—\pisi, /)]=0. Therefore

(4) Visi, Si)=-f    | d[ypisu t) - Ms*, t)}\   < 1
2 «/ o

for all si, SiE[0, L].

From the fact (see [6] or [7, p. 225]) that

(5) lim sup   f    I d[f(su t) - ypisi, t)} |   = G/x,
si—sa—>o *y o

it follows easily that Visi, s2) is a continuous function of Si and s2 if

and only if © = 0. Thus if C has a continuously turning tangent, then

F(^i, s2) is continuous and has a maximum value k<l, so that the

proof of Theorem 1 is easily completed under this smoothness as-

sumption. However, we complete the proof without any smoothness

assumptions.

It is sufficient to show that F(si, s2)^k<l uniformly for all

Si, SiE [0, L]. If this were not true, then there would exist convergent

sequences s"—»<ri and 5"—>o2 such that for every n

(6) 1 - 1/n < Vis", s")< 1.

Necessarily 0-15^0-2, for otherwise by (4), (5), and (6),
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1 = lim Visi, s2) ^ lim sup F(si, ai) + lim sup Vis2, <r2)
n—*« n—»« b—»*

g (0/2*-) + (0/2x) = (0/x) < 1.

Since ypis, t) is continuous for sp^t, we estimate for 0<e<j)<ti — a2\

and i = 1, 2 that

| 4*0*",') -ypisl, t)}\
"i~ «

^ lim sup <^  I        dyPis", t) + I        #(5", 0 >

= lim sup {ypisu <n + e) — i/<5i, o-< - e; + ^(5", <r,- + «)

- yp(s2,o-i - t)}

= ypWi, (Ti + 0) — ^(a,-, o-i — 0) + o(e).

Let Hf be those points of [0, L] separated by at least e from both ai

and o2. (Appropriate modifications should be introduced if £Ti or o2 is

an endpoint of [0, £,].) Then

n      n

1 = hm F(5i, s2)
n—»00

^ — iii + J2 + lim sup f   I rf[iA(j", 0 - ypisl, t)]\\ .
2  \ «->»    J ]jt )

On Ht the functions 1^(5", -J-\K5!!> ') are absolutely continuous,

converge to ypioi, -)—ypio-2, ■), and their one-sided derivatives con-

verge boundedly (cf. [6, p. 1147]). Therefore

1   i   2
l^—\zZ [*(**, *< + 0) - *(*<, cr,- - 0)] + o(«)

(7> " f, I+ J      I <^(<n, 0  - *(*«, <)] I J" •

Letting e—>0 in (7), one has 1^ F(o"i, a2). This contradicts (4) and

completes the proof.
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